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Abstract

Objective: The quality of data collected into a database is of paramount importance in every analysis. No standardized methods are available
to quantify the quality of data in medical registries. Expanding the work done in other fields, we aimed at developing a methodological approach
to measure the quality of a thoracic surgical database, by using the European Society of Thoracic Surgeons (ESTS) Database.Methods: A selection
of anonymized data collected in the ESTS Database from 2007 to 2009 was tested using appropriate data quality metrics: completeness,
correctness, consistency and believability. Particularly, the believability value is obtained as a result of a min—max operation based on the
evaluation of completeness, correctness and consistency. Completeness measures the number of missing values in each checked column of the
database, and it is calculated as number of variables registered/number of variables expected. Correctness reflects the number of data units in
error referring to a set of clearly defined criteria (number of correct data/number of all data counted) and consistency is calculated by verifying
the number of data in conflict in the same recorded patient (number of consistent checks/total number of checks). The threshold selected to
indicate good quality was 0.8. Results: A total of 49 363 values were reviewed to obtain the quality indicators. The results of the data quality
assessment for the analyzed section of the ESTS Database are all above the predefined threshold: completeness is 0.85, correctness 0.99 and
consistency 0.98. The believability score of data in the database is 0.85. Conclusions: We were able to apply task-independent metrics to
measure the quality within the ESTS Database. This study may represent a template to be applied in the medical/surgical field to test the quality
of data in clinical registries. Only registries with a high quality of data can be reliably used for scientific, managerial and credentialing purposes.
# 2010 European Association for Cardio-Thoracic Surgery. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Data quality has gained a growing interest over the last
decades. This can be testified by a simple web search that
allows opening thousands of Web pages, articles, and books
about this topic.

The importance of data quality is well recognized in public
and private institutions and organizations. This is particularly
true in specific areas (government, business, and companies)
where research in data quality definition, measurement and

analysis has already progressed to practical tools, methods,
and processes to solve critical business problems [1—3].

In this context, the development of management
strategies to control and improve data quality has
substantial social and economic implications, as confirmed
by high-profile public initiatives that underline the
relevance of this topic (Office of Management and Budget.
Information Quality Guidelines for Ensuring and Maximizing
the Quality, Objectivity, Utility, and Integrity of Informa-
tion Disseminated by Agencies. http://www.whitehouse.
gov/omb/fedreg/reproducible.html).

1.1. What about medical sciences?

The use of medical registries has become mandatory in
modern health-care systems for managerial and clinical
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purposes. Looking, for instance, at our specialty, in 2001, the
European Association of Cardio-Thoracic Surgery/European
Society for Thoracic Surgeons (EACTS/ESTS) Working Group
on Structures in Thoracic Surgery recommended the use of a
clinical database to allow for quality surveillance [4]. These
recommendations were recently endorsed by the ESTS
Database Committee, which proposed a quality certification
program based on the evaluation of outcomes and processes
of care using measures collected in the ESTS Database [5].

Data collection is certainly the most important endeavor
of any outcome analysis [6]. In health-care systems, data
collection is instrumental to (1) develop outcome analysis,
(2) help in clinical decision making, (3) build and optimize
pathways of care, (4) define quality of care, (5) quantify
costs, and (6) compare results. The information derived from
such processing activities is heavily conditioned by the
quality of the original data.

However, in the medical field, the development of
strategies apt to define, improve and assure the quality of
data has not been sufficiently investigated.

Parameters measuring different aspects of data (here-
after ‘quality metrics’) to quantify the quality of the entire
database need to be identified. Borrowing the experience
gained mainly in the business and governmental fields, we
selected a group of four quality metrics with the aim to test
the quality of data of a medical registry.

Data quality definition and measurement is only the first
step within the wide process of data quality management, as
it is represented in Fig. 1. The intent of this study is to
develop a methodological approach to assess data quality in
our specialty, providing a template for future analysis and
setting the stage for planning future improvement activities.

To this purpose, on behalf of the ESTS Database
Committee, we chose to apply this methodology to the ESTS
Database, representing an electronic information system
ideal for performing such an analysis.

2. Material and methods

After a formal request, the ESTS Database Committee
authorized the use of the ESTS Database for the present
analysis after a complete anonymization of sensitive
information regarding patients, units, surgeons and coun-
tries. Only data submitted by units contributing more than
100 pulmonary resections (which constitute more than 90% of

the total cases present in the database) during the period
July 2007 through October 2009 were used for the present
analysis.

2.1. Database and analyzed data characteristics

The metrics used in the assessment phase can vary in
relation to the type of the analyzed data system. For the
present analysis, we chose to use the ESTS Database for the
following reasons:

! The ESTS Database is an electronic online registry that
presents characteristics typical of both monolithic infor-
mation systems and Web Information System (WIS) [7]. In
fact, this is a single database, where information flows are
simple and repetitive as usually occurs in monolithic
systems. Considering the low degree of complexity of the
data collection andmanagement process for these types of
information systems (monolithic), they appear highly
suitable for the attempt of developing a data assessment
phase model.

At the same time, the ESTS Database adopts Web
technologies to collect and store data. In fact, the data can
be submitted by single contributors (clients) to the ESTS
Database using a guided Web procedure after a login
through the ESTS Web page (https://www.thoracicdata.
org/content/index.php). The analysis of the strategies
applied for the data quality assessment of WIS involves a
different and more complex methodology, which is out of
the scope of the present work.

! Fig. 2 describes the types of data usually encountered in a
medical registry. The ESTS Database manages structured
data, that are ‘an aggregation of items (variables)
described by elementary attributes defined within a
domain. Domain represent the range of values that can
be assigned to attributes and usually correspond to
elementary data such as numeric values or text string
[8].’ In most of the cases, medical registries are built as
relational tables gathering structured data, which are
highly informative and easily usable for statistical
purposes.

! The two characteristics described above make the ESTS
Database representative of most of the commonly used
medical databases.

The items composing the ESTS Database are about 150,
describing multiple aspects of different surgical procedures.
We filtered the entire data set for specific attributes of
specific items (such as <DIAGNOSIS>, <MORPHOLOGY>,
<GROUP>, and <SUBGROUP>), to obtain variables and
correspondent data only from patients submitted to lung
resection for primary lung cancer. Among these, we selected
a sample of variables considered critical to allow the analysis
of data for future quality initiatives of the Society. Through
this process of selection, we were able to obtain a solid,
clean, and mono-procedural data set for developing and
testing a data quality assessment phasemethodology (Fig. 3).

As a consequence of this selection process, the level of
quality estimated by our analysis is limited to the pool of
selected variables and is not generalizable to the entire
database.
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Fig. 1. Phases of the data quality management process.
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2.2. Quality metrics definition

To assess the quality of a database, it is necessary to
measure its by using appropriate dimensions and the
corresponding metrics [9,10]. Sometimes, as in our case,
the metric is unique and the theoretical definition of a
dimension coincides with the operational definition of the
corresponding quality metrics.

The quality metrics that we used to assess the ESTS
Database are among the most important described in the
literature [8]. These are defined as follows:

! completeness: The extent to which data is not missing and
is of sufficient breadth and depth to describe the
corresponding set of real-world objects;

! correctness/accuracy: The extent to which data is correct
and reliable; it must be specified that we examined only
the so-called ‘syntactic accuracy’ (closeness of a value to
the elements of the corresponding definition domain)
rather than the ‘semantic accuracy’ (closeness of a value
to its real-world value);

! consistency: The extent to which data are correspondent
and coherent each other (cross-record consistency); and

! believability: The extent to which data is regarded as true
and credible.

All these quality metrics could be defined as ‘task-
independent’ insofar as they ‘reflects states of the data
without the contextual knowledge of the application and can
beapplied toany dataset, regardless of the tasks at hand [10].’

2.3. Quality metrics calculation

Each of the above-mentioned metrics has been calcu-
lated on the basis of a specific formula applied to a group of
core variables. The mathematic formulae are reported
below as well as the correspondent variables used for the
test [10—12].

! completeness: Number of data registered (number of all
data expected — number missing data)/number of all data
expected;the variables tested were: <DATE OF BIRTH>,
<DATE OF OPERATION>, <MORPHOLOGY>, <FEV1>,
<DLCO>, <ppoFEV1>, <ppoDLCO>, <COMPLICATION
1>, <OUTCOME AT DISCHARGE>, <OUTCOME AT 30
DAYS>, <Tstage>, <Nstage>, <Mstage>, <NODES>,
and <DATE OF DISCHARGE>;

! correctness/accuracy: Number of correct data (number of
all data counted " number of wrong data)/number of all
data counted;the variables tested were: <FEV1%>,
<ppoFEV1%>, <DLCO%>, and <ppoDLCO%>.

Criteria for the definition of ‘wrong data’: count ‘wrong
data’ if FEV1 or DLCO value is <25 or >150; count ‘wrong
data’ if ppoFEV1 or ppoDLCO value is <15 or >150;

! Consistency: Number of consistent checks (total number
of checks — number of not consistent checks)/total
number of checks; the variables tested were: <DATE
OF BIRTH>, <DATE OF OPERATION>, <DATE OF DIS-
CHARGE>,<FEV1>,<DLCO>,<ppoFEV1>,<ppoDLCO>,
<COMPLICATION 1>, and <OUTCOME AT DISCHAR-
GE>;criteria for the definition of ‘not consistent checks’:
count ‘not consistent checks’ if DATE OF BIRTH
value > DATE OF OPERATION value; count ‘not consistent
checks’ if DATE OF OPERATION value> DATE OF DISCHARGE
value; count ‘not consistent checks’ if FEV1 value < ppo-
ppoFEV1 value; count ‘not consistent checks’ if DLCO
value < ppoDLCO value; count ‘not consistent checks’ if
OUTCOME AT DISCHARGE value is ‘Died in Hospital’ and
COMPLICATION 1 value is ‘None’.

! believability: The value of this metric is calculated using
the most conservative of all possible methods used for this
computation, which is the minimum operation based on
the evaluation of completeness, correctness and consis-
tency; theminimum operation assigns to the dimension the
lowest value of the other metrics taken into consideration
(completeness, accuracy and consistency).
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Fig. 2. Classification of data.



On the basis of the data quality literature, we assumed
that the threshold selected to indicate good quality was 0.8
[10,13,14].

3. Results

A total of 51 variables were available for the analyses
after filtering the entire data set for the items <DIAGNOSIS>
(‘Lung Cancer’), <MORPHOLOGY> (‘Primary Neoplastic
Malignant’), <GROUP> (‘Lung’), and <SUBGROUP> (‘Lung
Excision’).

Table 1 lists the variables tested in the analysis (core
variables selected) and their relation to the metrics.

Table 2 illustrates the calculation and the cumulative
measurement for the metric completeness. The assessed
quality measure for the completeness of the database is
0.85. It should be underlined that <DLCO>, <ppoDLCO>,
<OUTCOME AT 30 DAYS>, and <DATE OF DISCHARGE> items
exhibit a completeness value below the commonly accepted
good quality standards. Nevertheless, given the compensat-
ing results of the other items, the overall completeness of the
database appears to be acceptable.
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Table 1. Core variables selected for the calculation of the correspondent metrics.

Selected variablea Related metric

Date of birth Completeness, consistency
Date of operation Completeness, consistency
Morphology Completeness
FEV1 Completeness, correctness/accuracy, consistency
DLCO Completeness, correctness/accuracy, consistency
ppoFEV1 [used for the analysis only in patients submitted to
lobectomy, pneumonectomy, sleeve resections]

Completeness, correctness/accuracy, consistency

ppoDLCO [used for the analysis only in patients submitted to
lobectomy, pneumonectomy, sleeve resections]

Completeness, correctness/accuracy, consistency

Complication 1 Completeness, consistency
Outcome at discharge Completeness, consistency
Outcome at 30-days Completeness
T [used for the analysis only in patients submitted to
lung excision for lung cancer]

Completeness

N [used for the analysis only in patients submitted to
lung excision for lung cancer]

Completeness

M [used for the analysis only in patients submitted to
lung excision for lung cancer]

Completeness

Nodes [used for the analysis only in patients submitted
to lung excision for lung cancer]

Completeness

Date of discharge Completeness, consistency

a The reported variables are named as well as within the ESTS Database.
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Fig. 3. Process of variable selection to obtain the definitive dataset to analyze.



Table 3 illustrates the calculation and the cumulative
measurement for the metric correctness/accuracy. All
variables tested had a value of 0.99, reflecting an optimal
correctness. As a consequence, the assessed quality measure
for the correctness of the database is also 0.99.

Table 4 illustrates the calculation and the cumulative
measurement for the metric consistency. Of particular
importance is the very high consistency level of the two
items describing the clinical outcomes (<COMPLICATION 1>
and <OUTCOME AT DISCHARGE>). The assessed quality
measure for the consistency of the database is 0.98.

After performing a conservative calculation based on the
previous metrics results, the assessed quality measure for the
believability of the database is 0.85.

All the cumulative metrics assessed using data derived
from the ESTS Database were above the predefined good
quality indicator value 0.8.

4. Discussion

Managed health-care systems demand systematic data
collection to plan clinical and management activities [4,6].
Collected data are critical information that can be used to
evaluate the performance of surgeons, allocate institutional
resources, inform third parties about the hospital or
institutional clinical activity, implement a pay-for-perfor-
mance policy, and support political andmedico-legal actions,
among the others [15]. Given their pivotal role, the quality of
medical registries needs to be carefully scrutinized by
reliable instruments.

The definition of data quality reported by International
Standard Organization is based on ‘the features and
characteristics of a data set that bears on its ability
to satisfy the needs that result from the intended use of
data [11].’
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Table 2. Completeness measurement.

Selected variablea Formula: number of data registered
(number of all data expected "
number missing data)/number
of all data expected

Correctness
value

Date of birth (2265 " 9)/2265 0.99
Date of operation (2265 " 0)/2265 1
Morphology (3432 " 78)/3432 0.98
FEV1 (2265 " 162)/2265 0.93
DLCO (2265 " 1430)/2265 0.37
ppoFEV1 [used for the analysis only in patients submitted
to lobectomy, pneumonectomy, sleeve resections]

(2113 " 318)/2113 0.85

ppoDLCO [used for the analysis only in patients submitted
to lobectomy, pneumonectomy, sleeve resections]

(2113 " 1164)/2113 0.45

Complication 1 (2265 " 106)/2265 0.95
Outcome at discharge (2265 " 114)/2265 0.95
Outcome at 30 days (2265 " 597)/2265 0.73
T [used for the analysis only in patients submitted to
lung excision for lung cancer]

(2109 " 143)/2109 0.93

N [used for the analysis only in patients submitted to
lung excision for lung cancer]

(2109 " 153)/2109 0.93

M [used for the analysis only in patients submitted to
lung excision for lung cancer]

(2109 " 152)/2109 0.93

Nodes [used for the analysis only in patients submitted
to lung excision for lung cancer]

(2109 " 52)/2109 0.97

Date of discharge (2265 " 645)/2265 0.71

Total (34 214 " 5123)/34 214 0.85 (95%CI 0.004)

a The reported variables are named as well as within the ESTS Database.

Table 3. Correctness/accuracy measurement.

Selected variablea Formula: number of correct
data (number of all data counted "
number of wrong datab)/number
of all data counted

Correctness
value

FEV1 (2103 " 1)/2103 0.99
DLCO (835 " 7)/835 0.99
ppoFEV1 [used for the analysis only in patients submitted to
lobectomy, pneumonectomy, sleeve resections]

(1795 " 1)/1795 0.99

ppoDLCO [used for the analysis only in patients submitted to
lobectomy, pneumonectomy, sleeve resections]

(949 " 7)/949 0.99

Total (5682 " 16)/5682 0.99 (95%CI 0.003)

a The reported variables are named as well as within the ESTS Database.
b Definition of ‘wrong data’: count ‘wrong data’ if FEV1 or DLCO value is <25 or >150; count ‘wrong data’ if ppoFEV1 or ppoDLCO value is <15 or >150.



To quantify these characteristics, it is necessary to define,
implement and apply a specific data quality methodology.
The main processes making up a data quality methodology
are represented by: (1) state reconstruction, which collects
information about organizational processes, data collection
and management procedures, quality issues, and cost of a
given database; (2) assessment/measurement, which mea-
sures quality of data collections through the development of
relevant quality dimensions; and (3) improvement, which
defines steps, strategies, and techniques for reaching new
data quality targets [8,16].

The present study represents a methodological approach
for performing the assessment/measurement phase of data
quality management in our specialty.

To this purpose, we developed and applied a data quality
analysis to the ESTS Database. The use of the ESTS Database
was justified for two main reasons: first, this is a database
characterized by the collection of structural data. These are
the most usual type of data encountered in medical registries
and, at the same time, highly suitable for statistical analysis.
Second, the ESTS Database is a well-known and well-
accepted registry model in our specialty, including a
minimum set of standardized core variables and end points,
hence representing a benchmark for data collection within
our field. This offers the advantage of performing an analysis
of data quality, considering data previously defined, and
skipping the phase of state reconstruction.

Quality metrics were defined and applied to quantify the
quality of data in the registry. This methodology has been
developed in the business andmanagerial sectors. We tried to
verify its applicability in a medical registry. The main intent
of this work was not to judge the quality of the ESTS Database
but to test a method that can be generalized to any medical
database, through specific and reproducible equations.

By using these metrics and commonly accepted standards,
we were able to measure the quality of selected variables in
the ESTS Database, showing their overall good level of quality.

Very few articles have been published with the aim to
verify data quality in cardiothoracic registries, and none of
them was specifically focused on general thoracic surgery
[17—20]. Moreover, most of these previous works were
focused in defining the so-called semantic accuracy, the
process aimed at assessing the correspondence between the

values reported within the database and the ones of the real
world [8].

At variance with those previous investigations, the
present study described a strictly defined procedure to test
data quality by the use of metrics assessing multiple
dimensions of data in relation to predefined criteria and
domains. In this respect, this data quality approach is
completely independent from the original real world that
data should describe.

This leads to the development of a data quality
assessment procedure that is reproducible and usable for
further analysis:

! compare data quality between different registries;
! data quality evolution in different periods;
! assess the data quality related to different data collection

tools; and
! plan data quality improvement programs.

The study has potential limitations:

! evaluating the structural quality of a database is different
from checking the conformity of the collected data with
the source data; this latter process should be performed
independently by a source data verification (audit) at the
site of their origin,20 a process not yet implemented in the
ESTS database;

! certain variables have an intrinsic low value of complete-
ness (i.e., DLCO); this is due to a low compliance in
measuring this parameter across multiple European cen-
ters; the strict application of a quality metrics may not fully
account for local clinical policies restricting the collection
of a variable for legitimate reasons; future studies are
needed to investigate how tomost reliablymeasure specific
variables subject to large clinical variability and their
influence on the overall believability score; and

! the method described in this study regards only one phase
of the data quality methodology (assessment/measure-
ment); further investigations are needed to evaluate the
state reconstruction and improvement phases.

In conclusion, we were able to apply a quality metrics
system to verify the quality of data in a sample of variables of
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Table 4. Consistency measurement.

Selected variablea Formula: number of consistent
checks (total number of checks "
number of not consistent checksb)/
total number of checks

Correctness value

Date of birth versus date of operation (2265 " 22)/2265 0.99
Date of operation versus date of discharge [used for the
analysis only in patients with date of discharge available]

(1620 " 50)/1620 0.97

FEV1 versus ppoFEV1 [used for the analysis only in patients
with FEV1 and ppoFEV1 > 0]

(1897 " 58)/1897 0.97

DLCO versus ppoDLCO [used for the analysis only in patients
with DLCO and ppoDLCO > 0]

(781 " 23)/781 0.97

Outcome at discharge versus complication 1 (2265 " 0)/2265 1

Total (9473 " 798)/9473 0.98 (95%CI 0.003)

a The reported variables are named as well as within the ESTS Database.
b Definition of ‘not consistent check’: count ‘not consistent checks’ if DATE OF BIRTH value > DATE OF OPERATION value; count ‘not consistent checks’ if DATE OF

OPERATION value > DATE OF DISCHARGE value; count ‘not consistent checks’ if FEV1 value < ppoFEV1 value; count ‘not consistent checks’ if DLCO value < ppoDLCO
value; count ‘not consistent checks’ if OUTCOME AT DISCHARGE value is ‘Died in Hospital’ and COMPLICATION 1 value is ‘None’.



the ESTS Database. Our analysis may provide a methodologi-
cal template that can be reproduced for the same purpose in
other clinical registries and ideally to evaluate the data
quality of the entire ESTS Database. It would be desirable for
clinical registries to incorporate an automated system using
these measures to periodically check the accuracy, com-
pleteness, correctness, consistency and believability of the
most relevant variables.
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Appendix A. Conference discussion

Dr B. Kozower (Charlottesville, VA): This is a very forward thinking
approach to assessing the quality of a clinical database in surgery. The
audience knows the importance of a well-constructed and well-administered
database. As the demand for improving and documenting quality continues to
increase, an approach like the one you have used to understand and to
document quality will be essential. It will also be extremely valuable in the
future to have a way to compare the quality of different databases. So I have
three questions for you.

First, why did you exclude centers submitting fewer than 100 cases, and
how many centers did you exclude?

Dr Salati: Yes, you are right, we decided excluding those units contributing
less than 100 consecutive patients to the ESTS database, and, applying this
criteria, we lost 18 centers, but the remaining 20 centers granted us the
opportunity of performing the analysis on a large amount of data as well,
accounting for 90% of the data collected within the database. So we think that
this sample of the database could be considered sufficiently representative of
the entire database as well.

Dr Kozower: Secondly, you chose a quality threshold of 0.8. How exactly
did you choose that threshold and is it high enough for a voluntary clinical
database?

Dr Salati: Yes, we chose the threshold of 0.8, but, to be clear, this
threshold is completely arbitrary. We indicated this threshold after a careful
review of the data quality literature, obviously, and particularly we took into
consideration a paper published at the end of the ‘90s by Hogan, which showed
the correctness and completeness of values reported by several studies
assessing data quality of different medical registries. So taking into account
these results, we indicated this threshold of 0.8.

I would like to point out another detail that, yes, we indicated this
threshold of 0.8, but we also think that this threshold could be changed
depending on the metric that we are assessing and also on the variable that we
are testing. Because, for instance, a threshold of 0.8 could be considered as
sufficiently high for a variable such as the ‘ASA score’, for instance, but not for
another variable such as ‘operative mortality’, where we would like to reach,
for instance, a threshold of 0.95 of completeness. So basically we think that
this threshold could be tailored depending on our scenarios and also on the
goals that we want to reach.

Dr Kozower: My third question has to do with the data quality aspect of
correctness/accuracy. I understand that you are trying to look at a task-
independent way of assessing this quality metric. Traditionally when we look at
accuracy or correctness we have performed audits of the data. However, you
define accuracy as syntactic accuracy, and I just want to make sure everyone
understands what it is you are measuring. It is not actually comparing what is
entered with the real or actual value. You are comparing what is entered in the
database with a category domain or range of plausible values.

So, what is the audit process for the ESTS database to see if indeed there is
accurate data? And second, should we really consider this syntactic accuracy as
accuracy?

Dr Salati: I think I should clarify this concept. In general, we can
distinguish two types of accuracy, the syntactic accuracy and the semantic
accuracy. The syntactic accuracy is the only type of accuracy that data quality
assessment methodologies are interested in assessing, and the syntactic
accuracy measures the closeness of a particular value to the possible
elementary attributes of the definition domain. In other words, in syntactic
accuracy we are only interested in verifying that a specific value is
correspondent to one of all the possible values of the domain. So, for
instance, if we consider a variable such as name of the patient, a value such as
Gene is syntactically accurate even if the real world value is John. This is
completely not true for the semantic accuracy, because in the semantic
accuracy, wewant to assess if a particular value is exactly correspondent to the
original real world value. So coming back to the example, if we consider the
variable name of the patient, in this case a value as Gene is semantically not
accurate if the real world value is John. The only value that we expected is
Gene again. This kind of accuracy, the semantic accuracy, could also be
assessed even if it is not themainmetric that we should consider in data quality
assessment methodologies. And all the processes that want to assess this kind
of accuracy are desirable and very important, but this kind of activity should be
planned very carefully because of the impact on cost and time-consuming
activities. And this is particularly true for large multi-national, multi-
institutional databases, as, for instance, in our case, in the ESTS database,
because we have to consider lingual problems, too.
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Finally, we didn’t assess the semantic accuracy. At present, the ESTS
doesn’t have a formal audit process of data based on the data source
verification.

Dr E. Lim (London, UK): When you introduce the term ‘data complete-
ness’, how can you guard against people who are selecting the data fields which
are more complete to use them as outcome measures themselves?

Dr Salati: To force them?

Dr Lim: No. The degree of completion depends on the data variables you
choose. Some presumably will be very, very badly completed. How can we
guard against manipulation of the original question so that you don’t actually
choose the fields which are already very well filled in as markers for good data
completion?

Dr Salati: If I understand your question, we selected at the beginning of
the process 15 core variables, because we think that these kind of variables
should be considered the most important for the ESTS database because they
have the most important impact on outcomes at different levels, and within
this selection, we made the analysis of the completeness of each of these
variables.

Dr N. Cohen (Baltimore, MD): To expound on that question, is the ESTS
database a voluntary database or an involuntary database?

Dr Salati: Voluntary.

Dr Cohen: Voluntary, exactly. So there is a vast world of difference in the
data quality that is collected from people that want to participate, that
volunteer to participate, and that you select to be very high volume. It is very
different than, say, a transplant database. In the United States, if you want to
do transplants you must participate in UNOS, and the quality of the data is
different. So you have set the bar arbitrarily at 8, but in fact I would argue that
the bar should be at 1.0, because these people want to do this and they should
do it 100% accurately. Do you have a claim style database which is involuntary
to test for true quality of the whole world of your data?

Dr Salati: The problem of a voluntary or involuntary registry could
influence our position in assessing data quality, obviously, but this is just a
methodology. We would like just to present a methodological approach to
assess the quality. We didn’t try to define if the threshold assessed is enough or
not enough.

Dr Cohen: That is fine. The question becomes the standard to which you
hold the data and that is what is going to reflect the rest of the data analysis
when you go to a larger registry. In the United States, the Society of Thoracic
Surgeons database is only 111 centers, but there are thousands of centers that
do thoracic surgery that don’t participate. So the quality of the data is the
actual best that we can see. That should be held to a much higher standard
than some arbitrary math number.
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